
 

 

IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
 

In Re: Senior Health Insurance 
Company of Pennsylvania in 
Rehabilitation  

 

: 
: 
: 

No. 1 SHP 2020 

 

ORDER 

AND NOW, THIS ______ day of October, 2020, upon consideration of the 

Intervenor State Insurance Regulators’ Application for Order Directing the 

Rehabilitator to Provide Information Regarding the Proposed Plan and Extending 

the Deadline for Submission of Witness Narratives and Exhibits, and the 

Rehabilitator’s response thereto, IT IS ORDERED that the Application is DENIED 

IN PART AND GRANTED IN PART.   

The Rehabilitator shall file an Amended Plan of Rehabilitation on or before 

October 23, 2020. The Intervenor State Insurance Regulators, and any other party 

that has been granted leave to intervene or has filed a formal comment, may file an 

amended formal comment limited solely to any material issues first raised in the 

Amended Plan of Rehabilitation. New comments to portions of the Plan that are not 

affected by the amendments shall not be filed and will not be considered. Comments 

to the amended portions of the Plan shall be filed on or before November 30, 2020. 

In addition, by October 23, 2020, the Rehabilitator shall provide the 

Intervenor State Insurance Regulators and other parties a comprehensive seriatim 
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actuarial file containing for every SHIP LTC policy in force all the basic 

characteristics of the policy, including, but not limited to, the current premium, the 

if knew premium if the Plan is adopted as proposed, and the portion of the policy’s 

maximum liability that would exceed applicable guaranty association coverage.  

If after review of the information provided by the Rehabilitator, including the 

Amended Plan of Rehabilitation and the actuarial file, the Intervenor State Insurance 

Regulators still contend that they have not been provided information they 

reasonably should have been provided, then by November 10, 2020 the Intervenor 

State Insurance Regulators shall file an application to explain their need for further 

information. The Court will set a hearing on the Intervenor State Insurance 

Regulators’ application before November 30, 2020. 

Subject to the further Orders of the Court, the Intervenor State Insurance 

Regulators, and any other party admitted to the proceeding electing to do so, shall 

file with the Court and serve on the Rehabilitator on or before November 30, 2020, 

(i) a narrative or other description consisting substantially of the direct testimony of 

each witness they intend to call at the hearing on the merits of the Amended Plan of 

Rehabilitation, and (ii) the exhibits they intend to introduce at the full hearing on the 

Plan. 

____________________________________ 

MARY HANNAH LEAVITT,  
PRESIDENT JUDGE 



 

 

 
 

IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
 

In Re: Senior Health Insurance 
Company of Pennsylvania in 
Rehabilitation  

 

: 
: 
: 

No. 1 SHP 2020 

 

REHABILITATOR’S RESPONSE TO INTERVENOR STATE INSURANCE 
REGULATORS’ APPLICATION FOR ORDER DIRECTING THE 

REHABILITATOR TO PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING THE 
PROPOSED PLAN AND EXTENDING THE DEADLINE FOR 
SUBMISSION OF WITNESS NARRATIVES AND EXHIBITS 

Jessica K. Altman, Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, in her capacity as the Statutory Rehabilitator (“Rehabilitator”) of 

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (“SHIP”) hereby responds to the 

Intervenor State Insurance Regulators’1 Application for Order Directing the 

Rehabilitator to Provide Information Regarding the Proposed Plan of Rehabilitation 

(“Proposed Plan”) and Extending the Deadline for Submission of Witness Narratives 

and Exhibits.  For the reasons set forth below the Rehabilitator requests that the 

Intervenor State Insurance Regulators’ requests for information be denied in part and 

granted in part. 

 

                                                 
1 As used herein, “Intervenor State Insurance Regulators” refers collectively to Superintendent of 
Insurance of the State of Maine, Commissioner of Insurance of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, and Insurance Commissioner of the State of Washington. 
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REHABILITATOR’S RESPONSES  
TO THE ALLEGATIONS IN THE APPLICATION 

 1-22. Denied as stated. Paragraphs 1 through 22 of the Intervenor State 

Insurance Regulators’ instant application are replete with legal conclusions and 

characterizations about the implications of the Plan to which no further answer 

would be helpful or required. Rather than prematurely debate the law of 

rehabilitation, United States constitutional issues, or the final impact of the Plan 

(which has not yet been formally presented to or finalized by this Court), the 

Rehabilitator will focus her Response to the actual issue at hand: Do the Intervenor 

State Insurance Regulators have information sufficient to provide a narrative or other 

description of their direct testimony and exhibit lists by November 30, 2020? The 

answer is yes for the reasons set forth below in the Rehabilitator’s Further Response.  

REHABILITATOR’S FURTHER RESPONSE 

The Rehabilitator has provided all interested parties, including each of the 

Intervenor State Insurance Regulators, with copious amounts of information 

regarding SHIP and the Proposed Plan.  For at least the last two years, beginning 

long before the filing of the Proposed Plan in April 2020, the Pennsylvania Insurance 

Department, the Rehabilitator, and her Special Deputy Rehabilitator Patrick Cantilo 

have made concerted and persistent efforts to make information about SHIP and the 

Plan available to other insurance regulators around the country, including the 
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Intervenor State Insurance Regulators.  These efforts have included numerous 

meetings and conference calls to which representatives of all insurance departments 

were invited, and the distribution of a multitude of reports and spreadsheets about 

SHIP and the Proposed Plan.   

In light of the information that has been provided beginning since 2018; in 

light of the extensive dialogue and information flow that the Rehabilitator initiated 

with insurance regulators of every state where SHIP policyholders reside; in light of 

repeated invitations to make information available that were extended to every state 

in which SHIP LTC policies were issued; and in light of the Proposed Plan having 

been filed since April 22, 2020, the State Insurance Regulators (like other 

intervenors) have had sufficient access to enough information to formulate their 

witness narratives and exhibit list for the full hearing on the Proposed Plan.  

In addition, and as she has advised the State Insurance Regulators, the 

Rehabilitator intends to file an Amended Plan of Rehabilitation (“Amended Plan”) 

no later than October 23, 2020.  While it contains few substantive changes, it does 

include significantly more information related to the issues raised in the Intervenor 

State Insurance Regulators’ Comments. She also plans to provide the State Insurance 

Regulators and other parties by that date a comprehensive seriatim actuarial file (the 

“Actuarial File”) containing over four million cells of information, including at least 

100 parameters of data for every in-force LTC policy.  The Actuarial File will 
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include all the basic characteristics for every SHIP LTC policy in force, such as the 

current premium, the if knew premium on which the Plan relies if the Plan is adopted 

as proposed, and the portion of the policy’s maximum liability that would exceed 

applicable guaranty association coverage.2   

Together with information already provided to such parties, this collection of 

information about the Amended Plan should amply respond to any reasonable 

question the Intervenor State Insurance Regulators and other parties may have about 

how the Amended Plan may affect them if implemented.    The Amended Plan and 

Actuarial File will also aid the Intervenor State Insurance Regulators and others in 

understanding how the plan as amended satisfies applicable legal requirements. 

Taking the foregoing into account together with the State Insurance 

Regulators’ request for relief, the Rehabilitator suggests respectfully that the 

deadline for designation of witness narratives and exhibit lists be extended from 

October 30, 2020 to November 30, 2020.  With that, the Intervenor State Insurance 

Regulators will have an abundance of time and information to provide their witness 

narratives and exhibit lists.  

If for some reason, after receiving the Amended Plan and Actuarial File, the 

Intervenor State Insurance Regulators still contend that they reasonably need 

                                                 
2 Personal identifying information will be removed from or anonymized in the Actuarial File to 
protect the privacy interests of SHIP’s policyholders.  These measures have no impact on the 
Actuarial File’s usefulness to the Intervenor State Insurance Regulators or other parties. 
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additional information to determine their witness narratives for direct testimony and 

exhibits lists (which should be unlikely), then the Rehabilitator respectfully requests 

that the Court set a deadline of November 10, 2020, for them to file an application 

to explain why they need additional information. Further, the Rehabilitator 

respectfully requests that the Court conduct a hearing on that application before 

November 30, 2020. 

In the interest of transparency, the Rehabilitator also suggests respectfully that 

the Court allow the Intervenor State Insurance Regulators and any other party that 

has been granted leave to intervene to file on or before November 30, 2020 a formal 

comment limited solely to any material issues first raised in the Amended Plan.  The 

Court should not permit new comments to portions of the Plan that are not affected 

by the amendments to be filed and they should not be considered.   

Moreover, each of the Intervenor State Insurance Regulators already have had 

access to a substantial amount of information about SHIP, the policies in their 

respective states, and how the Plan may impact policyholders in their state.  Since 

late 2018, the Commissioner and Rehabilitator have held more than two dozen 

meetings and calls to which representatives of all state insurance departments were 

invited and many more with representatives of insurance departments that requested 

additional dialogue.  At each of the meetings and on each of the calls, the 

Rehabilitator (or the Commissioner before the appointment of the Rehabilitator) 
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agreed to provide regulators in any state additional information they might request 

about SHIP and the rehabilitation Plan.  Regulators from many states accepted the 

invitation and requested and received voluminous additional information.  With two 

limited exceptions, the Intervenor State Insurance Regulators did not request 

additional information outside of the “litigation” requests contained in their Formal 

Comments.  

Many general and individualized analyses have been provided to the states, 

including at least two requested by the Intervenor State Insurance Regulators.  Any 

suggestion that the Rehabilitator has not been informative, cooperative and 

transparent would simply be inaccurate.  But what is requested now is a much more 

invasive, universal and largely non-discoverable volume of additional information 

more typical of adversarial commercial litigation than an insurance rehabilitation 

proceeding.  The Court should decline the invitation to convert this regulatory 

proceeding into complex litigation.   

CONCLUSION 

This Court established a fair, orderly, inclusive and transparent process which 

should be allowed to proceed as proposed without unnecessary disruption and 

delays. The Intervenor State Insurance Regulators previously sought to suspend 

indefinitely the witness narrative and exhibit deadline, and this Court granted them 

a 30-day extension of time to provide their witness narratives and exhibit lists. Now, 
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with the additional information in the Amended Plan and the Actuarial File to be 

provided by the Rehabilitator, an extension until November 30, 2020, would provide 

ample opportunity to the Intervenor State Insurance Regulators to complete any 

outstanding analyses regarding the Plan as amended and, therefore, they should be 

required to provide their witness narratives and exhibits lists on or before November 

30, 2020, with no further delays. For all of the foregoing reasons, the Rehabilitator 

requests that the Court enter the form of order submitted with this Response. 

 
 
 
 
Dated: October 16, 2020   Respectfully submitted,  
 

/s/ Michael J. Broadbent    
Dexter R. Hamilton 
Attorney I.D. No. 50225 
Michael J. Broadbent 
Attorney I.D. No. 309798 
Haryle Kaldis 

      Attorney I.D. 324534 
COZEN O'CONNOR 
1650 Market Street, Suite 2800 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
(215) 665-2000 

and 

 
 
 
Leslie M. Greenspan 
Attorney I.D. No. 91639 
Dorothy Dugue 
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Attorney No. 327557 
TUCKER LAW GROUP 
Ten Penn Center 
1801 Market Street, Suite 2500 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 

Counsel for Jessica K. Altman, Insurance 
Commissioner of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania, as Statutory Rehabilitator of 
SENIOR HEALTH INSURANCE 
COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Michael J. Broadbent, hereby certify that on October 16, 2020, I served the 

foregoing Rehabilitator's Response to State Insurance Regulators' Application for 

Order Directing the Rehabilitator to Provide Information Regarding the Proposed 

Plan and Extending the Deadline for Submission of Witness Narratives and Exhibits, 

on all parties listed on the Master Service List by electronic mail and that an 

electronic copy of the foregoing document will be posted on SHIP' s website at 

https ://www. shipltc .com/court-documents . 

In addition, I served the foregoing by the following means: 

By Electronic Mail: 

Stephen G. Harvey 
STEVE HARVEY LAW LLC 
1880 John F. Kennedy Blvd. 
Suite 1715 
Philadelphia, PA 19013 
steve@steveharveylaw.com 

J. David Leslie 
Eric A. Smith 
Rackemann, Sawyer & Brewster P.C. 
160 Federal Street 
Boston, MA 02110-1700 
dleslie @rackemann.com 
Esmith@rackemann.com 

/s/ Michael J. Broadbent 
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